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THE NHRU

To build a sustainable rugby club that is engaged with the local community providing a rugby

pathway for all ages. We aim to consistently finish within the top four of the Club

Championships for Juniors and Seniors.

The NHRU Competitions have been one of the most prevalent sporting communities

within the Hunter since 1869.

 

With 19  seniors clubs that stretch across 3 Divisions as well as numerous junior teams

(Hunter Junior Rugby Union) and a Women’s competition.  The Hunter impacts over

30,000 people every weekend.

Fostering 22 x Clubs that make up a

Premier, Divisional, Women's & Junior

competition

Foster, promote and administer Rugby in

its zone

Establish rules, regulations and directions

to govern the Union’s rugby competitions,

and the conduct of players, officials, and

members of clubs and bodies  

The NHRU rugby union competitions cover

the largest rugby zone in NSW outside

Sydney Metro area

The NHRU Zone extends from Newcastle

to Nelson Bay, Muswellbrook and Lake

Macquarie

Why: To provide infrastructure to the governance of Rugby within the Hunter

Our Vision

How: By providing framework, structure and management across all levels of Hunter Rugby

What: By being the custodians of the true fabric and values of the game by providing tools that

uniform rugby operations throughout the Rugby Competition within the Hunter.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

As a Board, we are working closely with the Junior Board to merge

our constitution to ensure we work towards the same vision and

deliver better programs that grow participation and community

connection. This is also combined with our focus to grow

Women's rugby at all ages as we ensure that we diversify and

create an inclusive attitude that is welcoming and gives

opportunity to all.

 

The above actions and values are one of the many connection

points for our established and ever growing corporate business

community that is able to build relationship and leverage off our

touch points while enabling the NHRU in building a rugby pathway

for all ages.

 

I'd personally like to thank you for joining this journey and

partnering with us.

 

Bill Clifton 

NHRU President 

 

"Rugby Union has played an intricate part in serving  the Hunter

area for nearly 100 years by providing communities identity,

sport and the good rich values that make rugby a game that is

inclusive and for all." Bill Clifton - NHRU President

SOCIAL MEDIA 

HUNTER IMPACT

The numbers supporting NHRU Rugby

alone say it all: 

3.6 million Rugby fans in Australia 

1.6 million Rugby fans in NSW  

5,078 NHRU Facebook followers 

10,789 NHRU Clubs Facebook

followers 

2,800 Bar TV Facebook follower

Clubs - 8,650

NHRU - 1,250

NHRU Clubs - 30,000+ 

NSWRU - 68,100+ 

RA - 59,100+ 

Wallabies - 224,00K 

Bar TV - 7,000

Over 20,000 clicks on post per week

Over 30,000 hts through the NHRU

website

68% return users 

Over 200,000 page wiews

NHRU Newsletter has over 5,100

views with a 30% open rate 

Weekly exposure through The

Hunter, regional papers and Hunter

radio

Over 14,000 attendees at the

branded finals series 

The NHRU has worked hard to lay the

foundation to deliver a clear aspiration

for our 5 -10 year vision. With a rich

history and values to match, the NHRU

has played a huge role in ensuring that

rugby continues to grow and impact the

diverse communities represented within

the Hunter. 

 



GIRLS RUGBY 

Essentially this will provide for us much broader audiences,

deeper engagement and greater traction with our fans,

supporters and those yet to jump on board with us.

The NHRU has a dedicated Communications Manager

responsible for not only developing our content but to be an

advocate for our valuable partners community and Clubs.

Working alongside all NHRU Clubs, we use an integrated

marketing and communications approach; utilising and

leveraging each other’s social media platforms, comms

vehicles and channels.

PARTICIPATION 

MEDIA

EXPOSURE

AUSTRALIAN SPORTS 
FOUNDATION

With over 100  games per week and key premier games

streamed through Bar TV on Saturdays at 3pm. We are

building on a solid communications and media plan which will

ensure that not only streaming channels but other advertising

platforms throughout the Hunter will be exhausted to provide

prominence and exposure for our partners in 2020.

 

You can donate to the Foundation and nominate NHRU as your

preferred beneficiary. You will then receive a receipt for your

donation that you can use to claim your tax deduction.

 

The Foundation then grants the donations received back to

NHRU.

 

The unique purpose of the Foundation is to enable donors to

claim a tax deduction for donations made to sporting projects

that have signed up to fundraise with us.

The NHRU has lead the way by

establishing a proactive

approach to grow women's

rugby throughout the Hunter.

This has allowed a unique

opportunity to carve out new

ground for the fastest growing

aspect of our game. 

 

The NHRU in 2019 became the

first competition in the world to

take women's competition

points and add them to the

overall Club Championship

results. This  approach has been

a practical but powerful

approach that is demonstrative

of the focus on inclusiveness

and long-term sustainability.

The NHRU Juniors have achieved

record growth in the past 12

months with over XXXX

registered Juniors that are

spread between XX amount of

clubs. The ongoing focus is to

enable all areas to work with

their community and create the

best environment and

opportunity to allow young

people to play Rugby.  

 

To ensure Clubs are getting

exposure in schools and

connecting with people outside

the Rugby community, the NHRU

has committed to expanding on

the Schools competition set up

in 2019 that was able to give XXX

kids the opportunity to trial

rugby with a XX conversion rate

that linked new player with club. 

 

We invest over $63,500 per annum in the filming and broadcasting

of all Premier Rugby grades for distribution through digital

channels. 

All Premier 1st grade games are broadcast (Match of the round is

live and the others are delayed broadcast) This includes highlight

packages for all grades within the P1, P2, P3 and Colts.

Over 3,600 views per week

Over 40,000 unique views during the 2019 season



Inspire the Hunter to love and

participate in rugby. We achieve this by

empowering our community Clubs.



Branding Rights: Hospitality & Business 
Networking Opportunities:

Activation Opportunity: IP Rights

Naming Rights:

Sponsor logo and name to feature as

selected competition naming

sponsor.

Significant signage and branding at all

finals & agreed upon tournaments 

Advert / editorial in event print

Opportunity to place branded

vehicles or material at all NHRU finals

 

Employee L&D and/or client

engagement initiatives

Attendance at corporate functions 

Recruitment drives Kids activities

space on tournament concourse for

any spectator engagement 

Opportunity to run fan base

competitions or promotional

activities through final series

 

Prominent branding on representative

playing jersey

Prominent branding on the NHRU website

and social media platforms 

Communicate appropriate messages via

the NHRU database (+ media channels)

Partner of the NHRU Business Alumni

 

Attendance at all networking

function arranged by the NHRUs for

5 employees

Stakeholder and associates 5 VIP

tickets to all representative home

games 

Access to behind the scenes areas

post-match

 

Cool Hand Factory Premier Competition

Official Major Partner of the NHRU

Opportunity Commitment = $100k



CONTACT US

Enables Clubs to be focus on growing all levels of rugby by providing a

development pathway

Andy Fairfull - NHRU General Manager
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